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THE PRIME OF ZAHA HADID
Designers and architects pay tribute to the iconic, irrepressible architect
beloved for her ecstatic, defiant fluidity of form.
By Drew Limsky
Portrait by Steve Double

The death of Zaha Hadid in Miami in March seemed impossible. She and her eponymous architectural firm
(zaha-hadid.com) appeared to be everywhere at once: crafting a condo building near New York’s Friends of the
High Line at 520 W. 28th St.; at Design Shanghai just weeks before her death; and in Miami, where the ongoing
work of the wildly inventive residential tower, One Thousand Museum, has captivated the design community. Born in
Iraq in 1950, the prolific Pritzker Prize winner and two-time Stirling Prize winner designed the BMW Central
Building in Germany; Rome’s beloved MAXXI museum; and public and private buildings in 44 countries, from
Denmark to Saudi Arabia to Seoul. Hadid was forever in her prime. In large measure because of her vision, global
architecture seemed to be in its prime too. Impressions of Hadid’s talent, style, contributions and influence—offered
from her admirers from the design and architectural community—follow.
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JUAN CARLOS ARCILA-DUQUE, founding
principal, Arcila-Duque Furniture Interiors

“I think Miami was lucky to be chosen by
Zaha as one of her favorite cities. She touched
many people and left a mark in the city with a
divine building. She was a star architect in the
making when she fell in love with Miami, and
we all fell in love with her, with her natural
endowment, her potent personality, her
sometimes silliness and her loyal friendship.
For Zaha, Miami meant the sun! She loved
to roast herself at the edge of a pool. I
remember long days chilling next to her, at
the Delano pool. I was just a kid, ignorant of
how important she actually was, until I read
a huge article by Terence Riley (the MOMA
Design guru and now Miami resident) in
The New York Times. I do believe that article
helped to seal her star architect status. We
read it together with great pleasure at the
lounge of the Mercer Hotel one afternoon.
We all met her, thanks to the kind
introduction of her friend and co-worker,
Philip Michael Wolfson. Zaha and Patrik
Schumacher came to Miami around 15 years
ago, and we were invited to a New Year’s Eve
party at Sunset Harbor. We were cold, tired
and hungry. The following day, everyone left
for the Caribbean, and I was asked to entertain
Zaha. Not an easy task! I didn’t quite catch
her name. For me, she was just this strange
character wearing Issey Miyake down to the
Delano pool. I took her around Miami all
that week—I would call her darling, and
she would call me JC. One week later, some
friends, in shock, asked me if I was going
around with Zaha Hadid. Then I got it. Well,
she will always be, for me, the same person I
first met. We smile; we fight; we gossip (she
loves that). I treasure the time she took to
teach me how to text! She was a real pioneer
on texting on her little Motorola, with her big

manicured nails; she would control the Earth
from that phone 24/7. She came back very
often to Miami, and I hosted some dinners
at my house, where she loved my homecooked ceviche, as she sat comfortably on
my sofa, holding court for our local royalty.
She defied everything, especially
gravity. She was hypersensitive to just
about everyone and every situation. Her
curiosity was immense. She could design
everything with the greatest level of
natural perfection. I viewed her projects
more like gardens of structures rather
than buildings.” arcila-duque.com
JAYA KADER, founding
principal, KZ Architecture

“Not only for me but for a lot of women
architects, Zaha was our hero. Nobody did it
like her. Her buildings had such magic; her
work was so poetic; and she was a woman who
dared to say something about herself and not
everyone else. She gave us spaces that made us
feel inspired, that made us feel alive, that made
us think about the purpose of architecture and
how spaces affect our lives. Her signature was
a freedom—a freedom to play with form that
was so intuitive yet so well put together. She
didn’t accept norms or programs or standards.
Women come into this world as a gender, and
there’s this whole other program for us. She
dared to do what would give her joy, freedom
and happiness. In my book, no other woman
has broken the boundaries of what defines us
as women like she did.” kzarchitecture.com
JOHN BRICKER, principal and
creative director, Gensler

“What I saw in Zaha was a fearless
architect who broke through the boys’ club
of architecture with her bold expressive
form-making. Her solutions broke new
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ground in architecture and have changed
the face of design today. Having seen her
speak not long ago at a small gathering,
I found her to be formidable, with a
sharp wit. Her essence and style gave new
meaning to her signature black cape, and,
most likely, it was Prada.” gensler.com
ERIC CHANG, principal and cofounder, Hellman-Chang

“Every designer dreams of leaving a mark
on the international design community—
one that is impactful, timeless and uniquely
recognizable. Zaha Hadid mastered all three
in a modern era still dominated by men.
Her style was her own, and one could not
only instantly recognize it but, furthermore,
could also imagine what a Hadid-designed
product would look like across any medium
or category. The extent of her true
power wasn’t the designs she left
behind, but the actual thumbprint she
left in the gray matter of our collective
design mind.” hellman-chang.com

